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The effects of molecular noise and size control on
variability in the budding yeast cell cycle
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Molecular noise in gene expression can generate substantial vari-
ability in protein concentration1. However, its effect on the pre-
cision of a natural eukaryotic circuit such as the control of cell
cycle remains unclear. We use single-cell imaging of fluorescently
labelled budding yeast to measure times from division to budding
(G1) and from budding to the next division. The variability in G1
decreases with the square root of the ploidy through a 1N/2N/4N
ploidy series, consistent with simple stochastic models for molecu-
lar noise. Also, increasing the gene dosage of G1 cyclins decreases
the variability in G1. A new single-cell reporter for cell protein
content allows us to determine the contribution to temporal G1
variability of deterministic size control (that is, smaller cells
extending G1). Cell size control contributes significantly to G1
variability in daughter cells but not in mother cells. However, even
in daughters, size-independent noise is the largest quantitative
contributor to G1 variability. Exit of the transcriptional repressor
Whi5 from the nucleus partitions G1 into two temporally un-
correlated and functionally distinct steps. The first step, which
depends on the G1 cyclin gene CLN3, corresponds to noisy size
control that extends G1 in small daughters, but is of negligible
duration in mothers. The second step, whose variability decreases
with increasing CLN2 gene dosage, is similar in mothers and
daughters. This analysis decomposes the regulatory dynamics of
the Start transition into two independent modules, a size sensing
module and a timing module, each of which is predominantly
controlled by a different G1 cyclin.

In budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), smaller cells delay the
Start transition in late G1, which could imply that cell cycle initiation
has a deterministic requirement for a critical size or translation
rate2–5. However, in apparent contradiction to deterministic models,
the timing of G1 in budding yeast shows substantial variability that is
independent of cell size6–9. Here, we analyse the conflicting roles of
deterministic cell size control and molecular noise in gene express-
ion1,9,10 in generating and controlling cell cycle variability.

We first address the hypothesis that gene expression noise1 gen-
erates significant cell cycle variability. Doubling ploidy doubles the
number of all cellular components, but cell volume also doubles, so
the average concentrations of cellular components remain con-
stant11. If stochastic variation in the numbers of key molecules causes
gene expression noise, then doubling their average number along
with the ploidy should reduce this noise (expressed as standard devi-
ation divided by the mean) by about !2 (ref. 12). If cell cycle timing is
controlled by noisy gene expression, then doubling ploidy should
similarly reduce cell cycle variability.

We measured times from cytokinesis to budding (G1) and from
budding to cytokinesis in haploids, diploids or tetraploids (mothers
and daughters), using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of
strains expressing Myo1 tagged with green fluorescent protein

(Myo1–GFP). Myo1 forms a ring at the new bud neck13 (concomitant
with initiation of DNA replication2), which disappears at cytokin-
esis13 (Fig. 1). G1 variability is reduced in both mothers and daugh-
ters by about the expected factor of !2 for each ploidy doubling
(Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 8, Supplementary Fig. 7). Thus molecu-
lar noise might be an important source of G1 variability. In marked
contrast, variability in the time from budding to cytokinesis is nearly
unaffected by ploidy (Supplementary Table 8).

The magnitude and sensitivity to ploidy of G1 noise indicate that
the noise might be due to small variable numbers of key regulatory
molecules. As G1 cyclins control average G1 duration14–22 and are
expressed at a level of few messenger RNA transcripts per cell23, we
integrated tandem arrays of the G1 cyclin genes CLN2 or CLN3 in
haploids. Increasing copy numbers of G1 cyclin genes decreases G1
variability (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 10), which could help to
explain the reduction in variability that is caused by the presence
of multiple copies of the entire genome (Fig. 1).

This analysis is based solely on timing; however, cell size has long
been proposed as a deterministic regulator of the Start transition3,11.
To provide a protein-based single cell marker of cell size, we placed
the DsRed Red Fluorescent Protein under the control of the pro-
moter of the constitutive, strongly expressed actin (ACT1) gene.
Assuming that the DsRed transcript accumulates and is translated
in parallel with bulk cellular mRNA, then total red fluorescence per
cell will reflect total cell protein content. When we quantified total
red fluorescence per cell as described24, we found exponential growth
in single cells (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Information), as deduced
previously from pulse-labelling of size-selected populations25. The
single-cell growth rate a is moderately variable, but its average agrees
well with the bulk culture growth rate (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Table
12). Total red fluorescence scales linearly with ploidy (Supplemen-
tary Table 11) and with geometric estimates of cell size. However,
using our methods, DsRed fluorescence is a more reliable indicator of
cell size than geometric volume estimation (see Supplementary
Information). Total red fluorescence for a colony increases exponen-
tially (Fig. 2c), so changes in the microenvironment do not interfere
with these measurements. These results support the use of total red
fluorescence from ACT1pr–DsRed as a single-cell marker for cell size.

Size control at Start would require smaller cells to prolong G1 for
growth, thereby linking birth size and G1 duration. Given exponen-
tial growth, the size at budding, Mbud, is related to the size at birth
Mbirth, through the amount of time spent in G1 by the simple for-
mula: Mbud 5 MbirtheaTG1, where a is the growth rate for exponential
growth and TG1 represents the overall duration of G1. This expres-
sion yields: aTG1 5 ln(Mbud) – ln(Mbirth). Plotting correlations
between aTG1 and ln(Mbirth) allows us to distinguish between two
classical concepts for G1 control: timers and sizers26,27. If G1 duration
is under the control of a timer, then aTG1 will be independent of cell
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size at birth, and the slope of the linear fit of the plot of aTG1 against
ln(Mbirth) will be 0. By contrast, if G1 is controlled by a sizer, all cells
will bud at the same size Mbud, independent of their size at birth,
implying that the slope of the linear fit of aTG1 against ln(Mbirth) will
be –1 (ref. 27).

For the following analysis, rigorous statistical testing of fits is
described in the Supplementary Information.

Scaled G1 duration in mother cells is essentially independent of cell
size (slope < –0.1), showing that mother G1 is controlled by a timer
(Fig. 2d, Supplementary Fig. 9). Daughters, by contrast, show
stronger size control (slope < –0.4). Binning the daughter data
(Fig. 2e inset) suggested decomposition into two segments, one for
small newborn daughters (,67% of the average budding size), in
which an efficient sizer was deduced (slope < –0.7), and a second
segment for larger-born daughters, which showed much less depend-
ence on cell size (slope < –0.3; Fig. 2e). Statistical confidence in this
decomposition was limited by the small number of very small daugh-
ters obtained; therefore, we employed the genetic method described
in ref. 17 to make unusually small wild-type daughter cells by tran-
sient expression of conditional MET3–CLN2 (see Supplementary
Information). Inclusion of these data (Fig. 2f) provided strong stat-
istical support for the two-slope model (linear fit: P , 0.05; two-slope
fit: P . 0.7).
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Figure 1 | Noise in G1 duration is reduced by increased ploidy or increased
G1 cyclin gene dosage. a, Composite phase contrast, Myo1–GFP and
ACT1pr–DsRed images for haploid cells. b, Illustration of measured
intervals. c–l, Frequency histograms (n 5 87–202) of the duration of G1 for
wild-type (WT) haploid (c, h), diploid (d, i) and tetraploid (e, j), haploid
63CLN3 (f, k), and haploid 63CLN2 (g, l), daughters (c, d, e, f, g) and
mothers (h, i, j, k, l). Insets: mean and coefficient of variation (CV: s.d./mean,
a standardized noise measure).
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Figure 2 | The correlation between cell size and G1 duration shows that a
noisy size control operates in daughters. a, Logarithm of total DsRed
fluorescence (M) per cell in a single representative cell from birth to
cytokinesis. Doubling time is ln(2)/a, where a is the slope of the linear fit.
b, Haploid cell doubling time distribution. c, Total DsRed fluorescence in an
entire colony over time. d, e, Correlation between aTG1 (growth-rate-
standardized time in G1) and ln(M) for haploid mothers (d) and daughters
(e) at birth (ln(Mbirth)). Insets, binned data. f, Data from e (solid blue dots),
supplemented with data from unusually small wild-type haploid daughters
(open green circles), generated using essentially the method of ref. 17. For
statistical analysis and estimated slopes, see Supplementary Information.
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Efficient size control ensures that all cells bud at the same size. As
there is variability in cell size at birth, an efficient sizer would ensure
that smaller cells spend longer in G1, generating cell-to-cell variabil-
ity in G1 duration. Measuring individual growth rates and cell sizes
allows G1 variability to be decomposed into variability due to size
control and a size-independent residual that is attributable to
molecular noise. Assuming that G1 duration for an individual cell
is the sum of a deterministic function of cell size at birth, f(Mbirth),
and a stochastic variable, g, then: aTG1 5 f(Mbirth)1 g, where
f(Mbirth) is obtained empirically by binning data. For a measured
distribution of sizes at birth, the variance of f(Mbirth) yields the
amount of G1 variability that is produced by size control. Size-
independent variability is the average distance between a data point
and the deterministic f(Mbirth).

This decomposition shows that size-independent (presumably
molecular) noise is the leading source of variability in the duration
of G1 in both mothers and daughters (Table 1). However, size control
accounts for about 30–40% of overall G1 variability in daughters.
Consistent with our previous timing analysis, size-independent noise
decreases by about a factor of !2 for each ploidy doubling (Table 1;
Supplementary Figs 7, 9, 10); thus, ploidy-dependent noise reduction
is robust to statistical removal of all detectable size and growth
rate effects, indicating that molecular noise is likely to explain size-
independent variability. The dosage of the genes for G1 cyclins also
decreases size-independent variability; therefore, some of this vari-
ability might be attributable to stochastic variation in the expression
of G1 cyclins themselves, although other targets cannot be excluded.

We can divide G1 into two steps on the basis of nuclear residence of
Whi524,28, which enters the nucleus late in mitosis and exits during
G128 (Fig. 3a, b). Whi5 represses the transcription of genes that are
activated by the SBF/MBF transcription factors28–30, including CLN1
and CLN2. Cln3 initiates the inactivation and nuclear exit of
Whi528–30. We call the period between cytokinesis and Whi5 exit
T1, and the period between Whi5 exit and budding T2. In mother
cells, T1 is only ,1 min (Table 2), so the ,15 min length of G1 in
mothers is mainly determined by T2. By contrast, in daughter cells T1

and T2 are about 20 and 17 min, respectively. As T1 and T2 are
uncorrelated (Fig. 3c), Whi5 exit marks the boundary between two
independent steps. For daughters, plotting aT1, the time from birth
to Whi5 nuclear exit scaled with the growth rate a, against the log-
arithm of the size at birth, yields a nearly identical relationship to that
for overall G1 duration aTG1 (Figs 2e and 3d, e), shifted down owing
to growth during T2. The indicated two-slope model fits these data

Table 1 | Decomposition of G1 variability into a deterministic size control
term and a residual attributable to molecular noise

G1 noise, birth
to budding

(coefficient of
variation of

aTG1
)

Noise due to size
control (percentage of

the total
variance of aTG1

)

Size and growth
rate-independent
noise (percentage

of the total variance
of aTG1

)

Daughters
Wild-type haploids 0.55 6 0.06 0.31 6 0.04 (32) 0.45 6 0.04 (68)
Wild-type diploids 0.42 6 0.04 0.28 6 0.03 (45) 0.31 6 0.03 (55)
Wild-type tetraploids 0.24 6 0.02 0.15 6 0.01 (39) 0.19 6 0.02 (61)
Haploid 63CLN2 0.48 6 0.04 0.30 6 0.03 (39) 0.37 6 0.03 (61)
Haploid 63CLN3 0.44 6 0.04 0.25 6 0.02 (32) 0.36 6 0.03 (68)
Haploid 63CLN3 63CLN2 0.37 6 0.03 0.18 6 0.02 (24) 0.32 6 0.03 (76)

Mothers
Wild-type haploids 0.50 6 0.05 0.20 6 0.02 (16) 0.46 6 0.04 (84)
Wild-type diploids 0.39 6 0.04 0.13 6 0.01 (11) 0.37 6 0.04 (89)
Wild-type tetraploids 0.26 6 0.02 0.09 6 0.01 (12) 0.24 6 0.02 (88)
Haploid 63CLN2 0.33 6 0.03 0.13 6 0.01 (16) 0.30 6 0.03 (84)
Haploid 63CLN3 0.48 6 0.05 0.16 6 0.02 (11) 0.45 6 0.04 (89)
Haploid 63CLN3 63CLN2 0.34 6 0.03 0.17 6 0.02 (25) 0.29 6 0.02 (75)

G1 noise (first column): coefficient of variation of aTG1 (a, growth rate; TG1, G1 duration). G1
noise is decomposed into size-dependent and size-independent components (second and third
columns); in parentheses, the percentage of the variance of aTG1 accounted for in each column.
Noise in aTG1 is the square root of the sum of the squares of the two independent noise
contributions.
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Figure 3 | The correlation between cell size and the regulation of Whi5 nuclear
residence supports decomposition of Start into a size-control module and an
independent timing module. a, Composite phase contrast, Whi5–GFP and
ACT1pr–DsRed images for haploid cells. Whi5–GFP is mostly observed in new-
born daughter cells. b, Diagram of the measured intervals; TG1 (Fig. 1) is
approximately T1 1 T2. c–h show only data for daughters. c, T1 and T2 are
uncorrelated (correlation coefficient –0.1) (data from ref. 24; WT, wild-type).
d, aT1 against ln(Mbirth). e, Binned data from Fig. 3d (green points, black line)
and Fig. 2e (blue points, red line). f, Binned data foraT1 (green points, black line)
and aTG1 (blue points, red line) against ln(Mbirth) for cells grown in glycerol/
ethanol (g/e; see also Supplementary Fig. 3). g, aT1 and aTG1 against ln(Mbirth)
for63CLN3 cells. h,aTG1 against ln(Mbirth) for whi5 cells. i, Model decomposing
Start into a size-control module and an independent timing module unaffected
by cell size. For statistical analysis, see Supplementary Information.
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significantly better than a one-slope model, and the deduced slopes
for the Whi5 data and for the total G1 data are similar (see
Supplementary Information). Thus, G1 size control is restricted to
T1, the period of Whi5 nuclear residence. T2, the part of G1 after
Whi5 exit, is independent of cell size, and similar in mothers and
daughters24 (Table 2).

These observations are robust to changes in nutrient conditions:
growth of cells in glycerol/ethanol instead of glucose, resulting in
slow growth and generation of very small newborn daughter cells,
gave quantitatively similar results (Fig. 3f; see Supplementary Infor-
mation). As for the small daughters produced by transient MET3–
CLN2 expression (Fig. 2f), the combined data sets for glycerol/
ethanol and glucose strongly supported a two-slope model for total
daughter G1 and Whi5 nuclear residence times (see Supplementary
Information). Even in glycerol/ethanol, mother cells showed little or
no size control (Supplementary Fig. 6).

Increasing CLN3 gene dosage decreases T1, whereas increasing
CLN2 gene dosage modestly decreases T2 (Table 2, see Supplemen-
tary Information). Deletion of CLN3 significantly increased T1 in
both mothers and daughters, so the shortness of T1 in wild-type
mothers is Cln3-dependent (Table 2). Efficient size control, indicated
by the steep slope for small wild-type daughters, is essentially elimi-
nated by an increase in CLN3 gene dosage or deletion of WHI5
(Fig. 3e, g, h).

Changing the copy numbers of CLN3 as compared with CLN2 had
differential effects on G1 variability in mothers and daughters (Fig. 1).
The two-step model explains this, as an increase in CLN3 copy num-
ber should only affect the first step, which is slow in daughters but
very rapid in mothers. As, in mothers, G1 is temporally dominated by
the second step, mother cell G1 variability is more sensitive to
changes in CLN2 copy number (Fig. 1). Consistent with this idea
and with independence of the two steps, combining 63CLN3
together with 63CLN2 in one haploid genome resulted in low G1
variability in both mothers and daughters (Table 1, Supplementary
Fig. 8).

Therefore, we decompose G1 into two independent steps
separated by Whi5 nuclear exit: a size-sensing module and a size-
independent timing module. The first step depends on both Cln3 and
cell size, and the second step depends on Cln2, but not on cell size or
Cln3 (Fig. 3i). Temporal variability in the first step is due to the
natural variability in cell size at birth coupled with size control, as
well as molecular noise, possibly due to variability in CLN3 express-
ion. The duration of the second step is cell-size independent; its
variability is affected by the expression of the G1 cyclin CLN2, one
of the primary final effectors of Start16–19. This analysis demonstrates
that molecular noise has a role in generating variability in a cellular
transition, and provides a precise quantitative framework for the
analysis of size control.

METHODS SUMMARY
Strain and plasmid constructions. Standard methods were used throughout. All

strains are W303-congenic. All integrated constructs were characterized by

Southern blot analysis.

Time-lapse microscopy. Cells were prepared for time-lapse microscopy as

described24. We observed growth of microcolonies with fluorescence time-lapse

microscopy at 30 uC using a Leica DMIRE2 inverted microscope with a Ludl

motorized XY stage. Images were acquired every 3 min for cells grown in glucose

and every 6 min for cells grown in glycerol/ethanol with a Hamamatsu Orca-ER

camera. We used custom Visual Basic software integrated with ImagePro Plus to

automate image acquisition and microscope control.

Image analysis. Automated image segmentation and fluorescence quantifica-

tion of yeast grown under time-lapse conditions, and semiautomated assign-

ment of microcolony pedigrees, were performed as described24. Budding was

scored visually by the appearance of Myo1–GFP at the incipient bud neck, and

division by its disappearance, generally with single-frame accuracy. The nuclear

residence of Whi5–GFP was scored by visual inspection of composite phase

contrast–fluorescent movies. Cell size was measured as the total cell fluorescence
from DsRed protein, expressed from the constitutively active ACT1 promoter.

Background was measured as the average fluorescence of unlabelled cells for each

movie and subtracted from the measured pixel intensities. To combine data from

different experiments, we normalized our measurements of red fluorescence to

the average red fluorescence at budding computed for each colony separately.

Similar results were obtained by normalizing the size of cells by using the average

intensity computed for each colony separately.

Data analysis. Time-lapse microscopy data were analysed with custom software

written in MATLAB. Binning was performed by marking off nonoverlapping

intervals on the horizontal axis, averaging the data in each interval and plotting

in the centre of the interval.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Strain and plasmid constructions. Standard methods were used throughout. All

strains are of the W303 background. The plasmid pSD03 (pRS403–CLN2) was

obtained by cloning the SmaI–SfoI fragment containing CLN2 genomic DNA

obtained from the Yep24–CLN2 2m plasmid (J. McKinney, unpublished data) at

the SmaI site in pRS403. The CLN2 genomic fragment started 1.4 kb upstream of

the CLN2 open reading frame and ended about 8 kb downstream. A homologous

recombination pop-out of the Ty1 (retrotransposon) downstream of CLN2 was

found in the original Yep24–CLN2 2m plasmid. pSD03 was integrated at the HIS3

locus by BglII digestion. Strain SD27-1-1A was confirmed by Southern blot
analysis to have five duplicative integrations of pSD03. The plasmid pJB06T

(pRS404–ACT1pr–DSRED) was obtained as follows. The ACT1pr (,500 bp

upstream of the ACT1 open reading frame) was inserted into pTY24 (obtained

from NCRR Yeast Resource Center, University of Washington) just upstream of

DSRED coding sequence. The BamHI–BglII fragment containing ACT1pr–

DSRED was then inserted at the BamHI site in pRS404. Plasmid pSD02

(pRS406–ACT1pr–DSRED) was obtained by cloning the BglI fragment contain-

ing ACT1pr–DSRED obtained from pJB06T into the BglI fragment containing

URA3 obtained from pRS406. pSD02 was integrated at the URA3 locus by NcoI

digestion. Strain SD20-1A was confirmed by Southern blot analysis to have two

duplicative integrations of pSD02. All the other strains that carry pSD02 were

obtained by crosses with SD20-1A or with strains derived from it so they also

have two duplicative integrations of pSD02. We observed that strains trans-

formed with one copy of pJB06T or two copies of pSD02 behave identically with

the only difference that the average intensity of the second reporter is about twice

as large as the average intensity of the first one, as expected by difference in copy

number. A MYO1–GFP strain13 was backcrossed at least five times to W303 to

obtain the strains used in this paper.
Time-lapse microscopy. Cells were prepared for microscopy and time-lapse

microscopy as described24. We observed growth of microcolonies with fluor-

escence time-lapse microscopy at 30 uC using a Leica DMIRE2 inverted micro-

scope with a Ludl motorized XY stage. Images were acquired every 3 min for cells

grown in glucose and every 6 min for cells grown in glycerol/ethanol with a

Hamamatsu Orca-ER camera. We used custom Visual Basic software integrated

with ImagePro Plus to automate image acquisition and microscope control.

Image analysis. Automated image segmentation and fluorescence quantifica-

tion of yeast grown under time-lapse conditions, and semiautomated assign-

ment of microcolony pedigrees, were performed as described24. Budding and

division were scored by visual inspection for the appearance and disappearance

of the Myo1–GFP signal, respectively. Detection of the appearance of the Myo1–

GFP signal was facilitated by thresholding the images and plotting the pixels

above threshold on a linear grey scale. The nuclear residence of Whi5–GFP was

scored by visual inspection of composite phase contrast-fluorescent movies and

confirmed by the method described for Myo1–GFP detection. Scoring of cell

cycle events by monitoring the localization of Myo1–GFP and Whi5–GFP is

much faster than detection of newly synthesized, cell-cycle-regulated fluorescent

proteins and allows a much higher temporal resolution. Cell size was measured

as the total cell fluorescence from DsRed protein, expressed from the constitu-

tively active ACT1 promoter. Background was measured as the average fluor-

escence of unlabelled cells for each movie and subtracted from the measured

pixel intensities. The measurement of cell size at given time points displayed an

appreciable variability, probably due to experimental noise in the imaging and

errors in the segmentation of cell bodies. The effect of this noise on size measure-

ments was efficiently averaged out by extracting cell size at a given time point

from the least-square fit to exponential growth. The average fluorescent intensity

of identical strains imaged on different days and with different fluorescent lamps

displayed variability much larger than natural variability among cells in the same

colony. To combine data from different experiments we normalized our mea-

surements of cell size to the average size at budding computed for each colony

separately. Similar results were obtained by normalizing the size of cells by using

the average intensity computed for each colony separately.

Data analysis. We analysed time-lapse microscopy timing and fluorescent data

with custom software written in MATLAB. Binning was performed as follows:

multiple points were placed in bins and averaged. The averages and the values of

the centre of the bin were then plotted. Similar results to that obtained by binning

the data were obtained by smoothing the data with a moving average.
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